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Abstract
We present, in discrete time, general-state-space dualities between content and insurance
risk processes that generalize the stationary recursive duality of Asmussen and Sigman (1996,
Probab. Eng. Inf. Sci. 10, 1{20) and the Markovian duality of Siegmund (1976; Ann. Probab. 4,
914{924) (both of which are one dimensional). The main idea is to allow a risk process to be
set-valued, and to dene ruin as the rst time that the risk process becomes the whole space.
The risk process can also become innitely rich which means that it eventually takes on the
empty set as its value. In the Markovian case, we utilize stochastic geometry tools to construct a
Markov transition kernel on the space of closed sets. Our results connect with strong stationary
duality of Diaconis and Fill (1990; Ann. Probab. 18, 1483{1522). As a motivating example, in
multidimensional Euclidean space our approach yields a dual risk process for Kiefer{Wolfowitz
workload in the classic G/G/c queue, and we include a simulation study of this dual to obtain
estimates for the ruin probabilities. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 60J05; 60K25; Secondary 90A46
Keywords: Choquet capacity; Content process; Markov process; Random closed set; Risk
process; Set-valued process; Space law; Stochastic geometry; Stochastic recursion; Strong
stationary dual
1. Introduction
In one-dimensional Euclidean space a nice duality theory has been developed be-
tween \content" like processes (such as storage or queues) and insurance \risk" like
processes. The main result is that the probability that steady-state content exceeds level
x equals the probability that a dual risk process, starting o at level x>0 (units of
money), is eventually ruined (hits level 0). Specically, given a real-valued stochastic
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process fVn: n>0g with steady state given by P(V>x)=limn!1 P(Vn>x), there exists
a real-valued process fRn: n>0g with \ruin" time
(x) =

minfn: Rn = 0 jR0 = xg;
1 if Rn> 0 for all n>0; (1.1)
such that
P(V>x) = P((x)<1) (1.2)
provided a certain stochastic monotonicity condition holds. In eect, a steady-state
probability can be replaced by a rst-passage time probability.
The two main general approaches to duality have been the classic Markovian ap-
proach of Siegmund (1976) (\Siegmund duality") and the more recent stationary
recursive approach of Asmussen and Sigman (1996). Both are treated in a survey
by Asmussen (1995). The application of such duality is severely limited due to the
one-dimensional framework. For example, it cannot be applied to c-dimensional queue-
ing processes such as the classic Kiefer{Wolfowitz workload vector for G/G/c queues
(Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1955). In the present paper we generalize, in discrete time, both
approaches to the case when the content process has values in a general space. The
generalizations are not merely simple and immediate extensions of the one-dimensional
case but, as we show, are much more involved and require genuinely new ideas. In
the Markovian case, for example, stochastic geometry is utilized. The main idea in
both cases is to allow a risk process to be set-valued, and to dene ruin as the rst
time that the risk process becomes the whole space. The risk process can also become
innitely rich, which means that it eventually takes on the empty set as its value.
Section 2 presents the recursive approach, with the main result (Corollary 2.3) given
in Section 2.3. Examples given include the Kiefer{Wolfowitz workload vector for
G/G/c queues. Section 3 involves the Markovian approach and is more technical due to
measure-theoretic and topological considerations. It is here that foundations of stochas-
tic geometry play an elegant and fundamental role involving Choquet’s Theorem. The
dual Markov process is given in Section 3.2 (Proposition 3.4), a recursion for generat-
ing it via independent, uniformly distributed random variables is given in Section 3.3,
and the main result in the context of \risk" is given in Section 3.5 (Proposition 3.8).
It uses notions of stochastic monotonicity on general spaces (Section 3.4). We also
include there a result characterizing insensitivity of the content process to initial con-
ditions in terms of the risk process { a kind of stability result. In Section 3.6 we
show a connection between our duality and strong stationary duality. Finally, in the
appendix, a simulation study of the dual for the G/G/c queue is carried out for esti-
mating steady-state delay probabilities via the corresponding ruin probabilities.
2. Stochastic recursive duality
In this section we extend to a general space setting the Asmussen and Sigman (1996)
concept of duality between one-dimensional real-valued stochastic processes (content
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and risk) given by recursions
Vn+1 = f(Vn; Un); (2.1)
Rn+1 = g(Rn; U−n−1); n>0; (2.2)
where fUn: n = 0;1;2; : : :g is a given stationary driving sequence and g(; u), for
each xed u, is the generalized inverse of a given nondecreasing continuous func-
tion f(; u): [0;1) ! [0;1). With (x) dened as in (1.1) and V steady-state con-
tent starting from 0; P(V>x) = limn!1 P(Vn>xjV0 = 0), the duality takes its main
form as
P(Vn>xjV0 = y) = P(Rn6yjR0 = x); y>0; x>0; n>0; (2.3)
P(Vn>xjV0 = 0) = P((x)6n); x>0; n>0; (2.4)
P(V>x) = P((x)<1); x>0: (2.5)
The basic idea for this one-dimensional duality is a one-to-one correspondence
between the functions f() = f(; u) and g() = g(; u) such that the connection is
f(y)>x , g(x)6y: (2.6)
This correspondence can be explicitly established by the following inverse formulas:
g(x) = inffy: f(y)>xg; (2.7)
f(y) = supfx: g(x)6yg: (2.8)
The fact that g(0) = 0 and g(1) =1 corresponds to the two absorbing states of the
risk process: \ruin", and \innitely rich".
2.1. General state-space framework
One of the crucial problems we have to contend with is that in a general space E a
function f: E! E need not have a unique inverse function g as in the one-dimensional
scenario. To get around this obstacle, we introduce a set-valued dual function.
Let (E;E) be a measurable space, f: E ! E a measurable function, and DE a
subfamily of measurable sets containing both ; and E that is closed under f−1; i.e.,
it satises the following condition:
(C1) f−1(D)2D for each D2D.
Let f and D be such that condition (C1) is satised. We call D the dual space to
E and dene on it the dual function of f; f :D! D, by
f(D) = f−1(D) for D2D: (2.9)
This dual f is to play the role of the inverse function g in (2.6) and in the special
case when E= R+ = [0;1) it can be identied with it (see Example 2.4).
Now using f we dene a dual recursive process analogous to (2.1){(2.2). Let
u = (: : : ; u−1; u0; u1; : : :) be a two-sided sequence, with elements taking values in some
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measurable space (U;U), and let f: E  U ! E be a given (E ⊗ U;E)-measurable
function. Assume that f(; u) satises (C1) for each u2U, and let f(; u) be its dual.
We dene two sequences:
For a given y2 E, D2D the sequence fVn(y): n>0g recursively dened in E by
V0(y) = y;
Vn+1(y) = f(Vn(y); un); n>0
(2.10)
and in D the dual sequence f Vn(D): n>0g by
V0(D) = D
Vn+1(D) = f( Vn(D); u−n−1); n>0:
(2.11)
Note that both sequences fVn(y): n>0g and f Vn(D): n>0g depend on the sequence
u, and if necessary we will express this dependence explicitly writing Vn(y; u) and
Vn(D; u); respectively.
Let 1u denote the backwards shifted sequence (i.e. (1u)n = un−1); m+1 = 1  m
and 0u = u. Now we can prove the following fundamental result of this section.
Proposition 2.1 (Duality). For each m>0; y2 E; D2D
Vm(y; mu)2D, Vm(D; u)3y: (2.12)
Proof. For m = 0 equivalence y2D , D 3y is a tautology. Now, as the induction
principle, suppose that (2.12) holds for some m>0 and all y2 E; D2D; u2 (   
UUU   ) =U1. Note that
Vm+1(y; m+1u) = f(Vm(y; (m  1)u); u−1)
and
Vm+1(D; u) = f( f(: : : f( f(D; u−1); u−2) : : : ; u−m); u−m−1)
= f( f(: : : f( f(D; u−1); (1u)−1) : : : ; (1u)−(m−1)); (1u)−m)
= Vm( f(D; u−1); 1u):
By the denition of f as the inverse-image
f(Vm(y; (m  1)u); u−1)2D, Vm(y; (m  1)u)2 f(D; u−1)
and be the induction hypothesis
Vm(y; (m  1)u)2 f(D; u−1) , Vm( f(D; u−1); 1u)3y;
which completes the proof.
Remark. If we identify each x2 E with the subset x of D dened by
x = fD2D: x2Dg
then, in particular, f(x) can be identied with f(x) and the dual function f= ( f) of
f, which is dened on D(D) = f x: x2 Eg as in (2.9) with E and D replaced by D
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and D(D); respectively, can be identied with the function f itself. Indeed,
f( x) = ( f)−1( x)
= fD2D: f(D)2 xg
= fD2D: x2 f(D)g
= fD2D: f(x)2Dg= f(x):
2.2. Stochastic framework
From now on we assume a stochastic framework. That is, we assume that u is a
realization of a stationary sequence U = (: : : ; U−1; U0; U1; : : :) of random elements in
(U;U) given on a probability space (
;B; P). Then, for each y2 E and D2D, we
construct from (2.10) and (2.11) two processes: fVn(y;U) : n>0g taking values in E,
and its dual f Vn(D;U): n>0g with values in D (see Remark (a) after Corollary 2.3).
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 we have the following result.
Corollary 2.2. For all m>0; y2 E; D2D
P(Vm(y)2D) = P( Vm(D)3y):
Proof. First take probabilities in (2.12). Now use stationarity of U , which implies
that Vm(y) has the same distribution as Vm(y; mU), because for each m; mU has the
same distribution as U .
2.3. Content and risk
Until now we have not distinguished between V and V in terms of being a content
or risk like process. This can be done only under some additional conditions concerning
the function f(; u) and the family D of subsets of E. Here is one such condition.
(C2) There exist x0 2 E such that for D2D
x0 2D, D = E;
i.e., the only set in D containing x0 is the whole space E.
If E; D and f(; u) are such that conditions (C1) and (C2) are satised (with some
element x0), then we call f Vn(D): n>0g given by (2.11) the dual risk process to the
given content process fVn(y): n>0g. Moreover, for any initial D2D we dene the
ruin time
(D) = (D; u)
=

minfn>0: Vn(D; u)3 x0g;
1 if Vn(D; u) 63 x0 for all n>0: (2.13)
Note that ruin here means that the risk process eventually becomes the whole space
E: if Vn(D)3 x0 for some n>0 then Vn(D) = E and thus V k(D) = f−1(E) = E for all
k>n. Instead of ruin, it is also possible that the risk process will eventually take on
the empty set ; and, since f−1(;) = ;, that it will remain there forever after. If this
happens we say that the risk process has become innitely rich. These two cases serve
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as the absorbing points of the classic risk processes. It is also possible that neither
points are reached and the process wanders around forever without ever hitting the
sets E or ;.
Under our stochastic framework we have the following consequence of the duality
between content and risk processes.
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that conditions (C1) and (C2) are satised. Then for each
D2D
Vm(x0; mU)2D, (D;U)6m;
P(Vm(x0)2D) = P((D)6m)
and
lim
m!1 P(Vm(x0)2D) = P((D)<1):
Proof. The rst statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 and the de-
nition of the ruin time (D). The second is taking probabilities of the rst
(Corollary 2.2) and the third is just taking limits of the second.
Remark. (a) We cannot formally say that Vn(D) is a \random element" of D. Whereas
it is a mapping from (
;B;P) into D, we have not specied a -algebra on D so it
makes no sense to call it a \measurable mapping". Thus, we cannot formally say
that f Vn(D): n>0g is a stochastic process. However, for our results to hold we do
not need to measure any events except those of the form fu2U1: Vn(D; u)3 xg =
fu2U1: Vn(x; nu)2Dg, which are indeed measurable subsets of U1 by the assump-
tion that f=f(x; u) is a (jointly) measurable function. It follows that (D) is a random
variable. The problem of choosing appropriate -elds on spaces of sets (avoided for
now) involves stochastic geometry and is addressed in the next section. For complete-
ness, in Final Remarks at the end of our paper, we discuss this measurability problem
further.
(b) Note that without placing further conditions on f; (E;E) and D we cannot
conclude from Corollary 2.3 that Vm(x0) converges \in distribution" to a steady-state
random element V . We only know that limm!1 P(Vm(x0)2D) exists for all sets D2D,
which may not be a rich enough class to dene a bonade probability distribution. The
most common case in which this might hold is when E is d-dimensional Euclidean
space with Borel -algebra E, and f exhibits some continuity and monotonicity prop-
erties so that a \Loynes’ " construction (see Section 6:2 in Sigman (1995) for example)
can be employed. One would expect the same properties to be useful in choosing D
and x0 satisfying conditions (C1) and (C2).
2.4. Examples
We give now two examples.
Example 2.4 (Classic case). Let E=R+ = [0;1) with the Borel -algebra and f() =
f(; u) be a continuous, nondecreasing function for each u. Take D=f[x;1): x2R+g.
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Then f−1([x;1)) = fy>0: f(y)>xg, which (if f is unbounded) by monotonicity is
the interval [g(x);1) where g(x) is the inverse dened in (2.7). By identifying each
x with [x;1) we are able to identify f with g. Moreover, 0 gets identied with the
whole space [0;1), and so Vn([x;1)) corresponds exactly to Rn(x) as dened in
(2.2). We have thus obtained the duality that was presented in Asmussen and Sigman
(1996). Note that if f is bounded, f(x)6b, then f−1([x;1))=; for any x>b, which
corresponds to g(x)=1 in Asmussen and Sigman (1996). In this case the risk process
fRng can hit 1 (and remain there forever after) { hence the term innitely rich.
Example 2.5 (Multiserver queue). Here we consider the recursion introduced by Kiefer
and Wolfowitz (1955) for modeling the classic FIFO G/G/c queue: a c server queue
with one line and rst-in-queue-rst-out-of-queue discipline. Here for simplicity we
choose c = 2.
Take E = f(x1; x2): 06x16x261g with the standard Borel -algebra and U =
(R+)2 = [0;1)2. Let u= (s; t)2U, x = (x1; x2)2 E. Dene f by
f(x; u) =f((x1; x2); (s; t))
= (min((x1 + s− t)+; (x2 − t)+);max((x1 + s− t)+; (x2 − t)+)); (2.14)
where (a)+ = max(a; 0). The vector u = (s; t)2U represents, respectively, a service
time of an arriving customer and the next interarrival time (time until the next ar-
rival). If a customer arrives when the workload in front of the servers is described
by the components of x = (x1; x2) then his delay (before entering service) is x1. If
his service time is s then the next customer, arriving t units of time later, will nd
workload given by f(x; u). Note that f(; u) has no \classical" inverse as in (2.6){
(2.8). Denote D(x1; x2)=f(y1; y2)2 E: y1>x1; y2>x2g, and let D denote the collection
of all nite unions of such sets D(x1; x2) for (x1; x2)2 E. It is easily checked that D
satises condition (C1), and that the dual function to f, in the sense of (2.9), is given
by
f(D(x1; x2); (s; t))
=
8<
:
D((x1 + t − s)+; x2 + t)
[D((x2 + t − s)+;max((x1 + t); (x2 + t − s)+)) if x1> 0;
D(0; x2 + t) [ D((x2 + t − s)+; (x2 + t − s)+) if x1 = 0
(2.15)
and by the additive extension
f((D1 [    [ Dn); (s; t)) = f(D1; (s; t)) [    [ f(Dn; (s; t)):
Note also that x0 = (0; 0) satises condition (C2). The generalization to c>3 is
completely analogous.
It is well known that when E(S)<cE(T ), where S and T are generic service and
interarrival times (from the stationary driving sequence U = f(Sn; Tn)g), then the c
dimensional content process fVn(x0)g, when started initially in state x0 = (0; 0; : : : ; 0),
monotonically increases in distribution to a proper random vector V =(V (1); : : : ; V (c));
i.e., limm!1 P(Vm(x0)2D)=P(V 2D) for all D2D. From Corollary 2.3 we conclude
that
P(V (1)>x1; : : : ; V (c)>xc) = P((D(x1; : : : ; xc))<1);
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where  is the ruin time for the dual risk process starting o initially with \reserve
set" D(x1; : : : ; xc). Since customer delay V (1) is the minimal coordinate, it follows that
V (1)>x if and only if V (i)>x for i2f1; : : : ; cg, and we obtain a duality for stationary
customer delay:
P(V (1)>x) = P((D(x; x; : : : ; x))<1): (2.16)
Remark. In spite of the fact that the dual risk process may be of much higher dimen-
sion than the original one, it still can be useful at least in simulation of the steady-state
distribution of the content process. We develop Example 2.5 in this direction in the
appendix.
3. Siegmund duality on a general state space
The goal of this section is to extend Siegmund’s (1976) concept of duality to Markov
processes on a general state space.
The crucial observation of this approach, in the case of a nonnegative real-valued
Markov process fVn: n>0g with Px(Vn 2 ) denoting P(Vn 2  jV0 = x), is that
Py(R16x)
def= Px(V1>y) (3.1)
denes a \dual" Markov process fRn: n>0g on [0;1], with Py(Rn 2 ) denoting
P(Rn 2  jR0 = y), such that
Py(Rn6x) = Px(Vn>y) for all n>1
if and only if Px(V1>y) is a right-continuous, nondecreasing function of x for each
xed y2R. The point here is that only under such restrictions does P()(V1>) dene
a Markov transition kernel (M-t-k) on R. The dual process has both 0 and 1 as
absorbing states. (Note at this juncture that, unlike the recursive approach to duality,
this Markov approach is nonconstructive in that the dual process itself is never actually
constructed; only its M-t-k is.)
A naive way of trying to extend this approach to Rd-valued Markov processes,
is to try again to use (3.1) as the starting point. But the rather mild monotonicity
and right-continuity conditions, sucient in one dimension, are no longer sucient in
higher dimensions to ensure that this indeed denes a M-t-k. Recall that the necessary
condition for a function to be a multidimensional distribution function is having positive
increments (see e.g. Section 1:33, pp. 37{38 in Homan-JHrgensen (1994)) { and it
seems unreasonable to assume such conditions here (for this would seriously limit the
applicability of our theory).
Instead, motivated by our set-valued recursive approach, under suitable mild condi-
tions, we will dene a set-valued \dual" Markov process f Vn: n>0g (by dening an
appropriate M-t-k) that satises
PD( Vn 3 x) = Px(Vn 2D); n>1; (3.2)
where PD( Vn 2 ) denotes P( Vn 2  j V 0 = D).
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Assume for the rest of this paper that fVn: n>0g is a given Markov process, with
M-t-k K(x; D)=Px(V1 2D), on a locally compact, Hausdor and separable space E with
Borel -algebra B(E). Our objective is to nd a measurable space, being a family of
subsets of E, and a M-t-k K on it so that the \dual" Markov process f Vn: n>0g
corresponding to K satises (3.2) for all such subsets D and x2 E. We examine two
main families of subsets of E with their standard -algebras considered in stochastic
geometry. (For technical details we refer to Matheron (1975).) The rst family is
explored in the next section and, whereas it does not lead to a complete solution of
our problem, it utilizes the main ideas from stochastic geometry needed and seems of
interest in its own right. The complete solution is then given in Section 3.2.
3.1. Space law: The random set construction on the space of all subsets
Note that (3.2) itself is not enough to dene uniquely a M-t-k: for example, it does
not tell us how to compute PD(f V 1 3 x1g[f V 1 3 x2g) for distinct elements x1; x2. Note
however, that any such M-t-k would have to satisfy the inequalities
max
x2I
Px(V1 2D)6PD
 [
x2I
f V 1 3 xg
!
6
X
x2I
Px(V1 2D) (3.3)
for any nite set I of distinct elements x2 E. The upper bound above might exceed 1,
so it cannot in general dene a probability measure, but the lower max bound, in fact,
can be used to dene a probability measure for each xed D2B(E), and we proceed
to show how to do so next.
Formally, for each D2B(E) and nite set I = fx1; : : : ; xlg E, we can dene
K(D; B(I)) = max
x2I
K(x; D) = max
x2I
Px(V1 2D)
for B(I) of the form B(I) def=fA E: I \ A 6= ;g. When I = fxg we are back to our
starting point (3.2). What is now needed is an extension of this K(D; ) to a larger
class of sets B that form a -algebra and such that this set function is a probability
measure.
Let P(E) denote the family of all subsets of E, M = fMI 0I : I; I 0 2Jg be the
-algebra on P(E) generated by
MI
0
I = fA2P(E): I A; I 0 \ A= ;g;
where I; I 0 belong to the family J of nite subsets of E.
Proposition 3.1. For any transition kernel K on E and D2B(E) there exists a unique
probability measure K(D; ) on (P(E);M) satisfying
K(D; B(I)) = max
x2I
K(x; D) (3.4)
for each I 2J.
Proof. For xed D2B(E) dene a set function TD() on J by
TD(I) = max
x2I
K(x; D) (3.5)
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with the usual convention maxx2; = 0. Dene K(D; B(I)) = TD(I). Using terminology
from Matheron (1975) Sections 2{4, we will verify that TD() is a space law and then
apply Proposition 2-4-1, p. 41 in Matheron (1975), which ensures that K(D; ) has a
unique extension on M. We need only to verify that
K(D;MI
0
I )>0 for all I; I
0 2J;
where K(D;MI
0
I ) is dened recursively
K(D;MI
0
; ) = 1− TD(I 0); (3.6)
K(D;MI
0
I[fxg) = K(D;M
I 0
I )− K(D;MI
0[fxg
I ): (3.7)
It is not dicult to check that (3.5) and (3.6){(3.7) imply (if for mathematical con-
venience we dene minx2;   = 1, so as to simplify the formula)
K(D;MI
0
I ) =

min
x2I
K(x; D)−max
x2I 0
K(x; D)
+
>0 (3.8)
for I; I 0 2J.
Unfortunately, K(D; ) is well dened for D2B(E) only (not all D E), and thus
we cannot construct from it a bonade M-t-k on P(E) using Chapman{Kolmogorov
equations. What we have is, for xed D2B(E), a random set V 1 satisfying (3.2) for
n= 1. But this random set might take its value as a set that is not in B(E) ruling out
our construction to a next transition V 2. (Moreover, note that in general B(E) =2M.)
Thus we will rene our analysis in the next section by nding another space that
serves our purpose and involves the topology of E.
Remark. From inequality (3.3) we see that using maxx2I K(x; D) as the denition
of K(D; B(I)) is the minimal construction satisfying (3.2): any other construction would
lead to larger values of K(D; B(I)) for all I .
3.2. Choquet capacity: The dual Markov process
In this section we extend the space law TD() to act on compact sets C and open
sets G of E. The extension we construct is an example of what is formally called a
Choquet capacity, and we utilize in this context Choquet’s Theorem (see Theorem
2-2-1, p. 30 in Matheron (1975) where the reader is referred for details).
Let F, G and C be the family of, respectively, closed, open and compact subsets
of E. We consider F itself as another topological space with the topology Tf on F
generated by the base of subsets
fF 2F: F \ C = ;; F \ Gi 6= ;; i = 1; : : : ; ng
for all C 2C and Gi 2G, n>1. The space F is compact, Hausdorf, and separable (see
Theorem 1-2-1, p. 3 in Matheron, 1975). Let f be the Borel -algebra on F.
We introduce the following condition involving the M-t-k K and a xed D2B(E),
which we call (USC) as an abbreviation for \upper semi-continuity"
(USC) K(x; D) = inf
G:G3G3 x
sup
y2G
K(y;D) for all x2 E:
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Recall that a real-valued function f: X ! R given on a topological space X is
called upper semi-continuous if the set fx2X : f(x)<wg is an open (or equiva-
lently, fx2X : f(x)>wg is a closed) subset of X for all w2R. Note that an upper
semi-continuous function is measurable with respect to the Borel -algebra on X . The
following lemma justies our (USC)-terminology and provides results that will be use-
ful in the sequel; its proof is given at the end of this section.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that the condition (USC) is satised for some D2F. Then the
mapping
(i) E3 x 7! K(x; D)
is upper semi-continuous. Moreover; for each C 2C;
(ii) inf
G:G3GC
sup
x2G
K(x; D) = sup
x2C
K(x; D) = K(y;D) for some y2C:
If the condition (USC) is satised for all D2F then the following mappings are
also upper semi-continuous:
(iii) F3D 7! K(x; D) for each x2 E;
and
(iv) F3D 7! sup
x2C
K(x; D) for each C 2C:
Proposition 3.3 (The dual measure). Suppose D2F. There exists a probability
distribution K(D; ) on (F; f) satisfying
K(D; fF 2F: I \ F 6= ;g) = max
x2I
K(x; D) (3.9)
for each I 2J if and only if K(x; D) satises (USC). In this case K(D; ) can be
chosen as the unique probability measure such that
K(D; fF 2F: Z \ F 6= ;g) = sup
x2Z
K(x; D) (3.10)
for all Z  E which are either open or compact.
Proof. This proposition is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2-4-1, p. 43 in
Matheron (1975) in the case of the space law TD() given by (3.5). In fact, by the
following simple observation
supfTD(I): I Gg= sup
x2G
K(x; D)
condition (c) in Theorem 2-4-1 is equivalent to (USC). Formula (3.10) for Choquet
capacity of the compact set follows from Lemma 3.2(ii).
Now we can nally construct a M-t-k on (F; f) as was our objective.
Proposition 3.4 (The dual Markov process). If the M-t-k K(x; D) satises (USC) for
each D2F then there exists a unique dual M-t-k K on (F; f) satisfying (3:10) for
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all Z  E which are either open or compact. Moreover; the F-valued dual Markov
process f Vn: n>0g with M-t-k K satises
PD( Vn 3 x) = Px(Vn 2 D) (3.11)
for all x2 E; D2F and n>1.
Proof. The existence and uniqueness follows from the Chapman{Kolmogorov equa-
tions, provided K(D; ) is f-measurable function of D for each xed  2 f. Note
that the family of such  2 f for which this holds contains F is closed under proper
dierences and nondecreasing limits. Moreover, by (3.10) and Lemma 3.2(iv), it con-
tains the family of sets of the form fF 2F: F \C= ;g for C 2C. The later family is
closed under nite intersections and generates f (see Section 2-1, p. 27 in Matheron,
1975). Thus, by the monotone-class theorem, K(D; ) is measurable for all  2 f.
In order to prove (3.11) note by (3.9) that it holds for n= 1. Now suppose that it
holds for some n>1. Then
K
n+1
(D; fF : F 3 xg) =
Z
F
K
n
(D; dZ) K(Z; fF : F 3 xg)
=
Z
F
K
n
(D; dZ)K(x; Z)
=
Z
F
K
n
(D; dZ)
Z
Z
K(x; dy):
Thus, since 5fZ 3yg is a measurable function with respect to the product -algebra
f ⊗B(E) (see Theorem 2-5-1, p. 47 in Matheron, 1975), by Fubini’s theorem
K
n+1
(D; fF : F 3 xg) =
Z
F
K
n
(D; dZ)
Z
Z
K(x; dy)
=
Z
E
K(x; dy)
Z
fF :F 3 yg
K
n
(D; dZ)
=
Z
E
K(x; dy) K
n
(D; fF : F 3yg)
=
Z
E
K(x; dy)Kn(y;D)
=Kn+1(x; D):
Proof of Lemma 3.2. (i) Fix D2F for which (USC) holds and w2 [0; 1]. Since E is a
separable space, for the set fx2 E: K(x; D)>wg to be closed in E it is enough to prove
that it contains the limits of its convergent subsequences. Take xn (n>1); xn ! x, such
that K(xn; D)>w for all n. By (USC)
w6 lim inf
n
K(xn; D)6K(x; D):
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(ii) Take compact C  E. Since E is assumed to be a locally compact and separable
Hausdor space, C admits a countable family of open sets G1G2    such that
1\
n=1
Gn = C: (3.12)
Thus,
z def= inf
G:G3GC
sup
x2G
K(x; D) = inf
n
sup
x2Gn
K(x; D):
We can also choose G1 to be relatively compact. Then, there exist a convergent
sequence fxng of points Gn 3 xn ! y, such that limn K(xn; D)=z. By (3.12) y2C and
by part (i) of the lemma z6K(y;D). The obvious inequality K(y;D)6z completes
this part of the proof.
(iii) Fix x2 E. By Corollary 5, p. 10 in Matheron (1975), it is enough to prove that
for any decreasing sequence D1D2   , with
T
n Dn =D; K(x; Dn) & K(x; D). This
is clearly satised, because K(x; ) is a probability measure.
(iv) Fix compact C  E. Take Dn and D like in (iii). Clearly,
s def= sup
x2C
K(x; D)6 lim inf
n
sup
x2C
K(x; Dn)
and we will show that
lim sup
n
sup
x2C
K(x; Dn)6s:
Assume to the contrary that there exist > 0 and a subsequence nk such that
sup
x2C
K(x; Dnk )>s+ :
Since C is compact, we can choose a convergent sequence xk ! x in C such that
K(xk ; Dnk )>s+  for all k>1. Clearly
lim sup
k
K(xk ; Dnk )>s+ ;
but from (i) and (iii),
lim sup
k
K(xk ; Dnk )6K(x; D);
what is a contradiction because s= supx2C K(x; D).
3.3. Stochastic recursion for the dual Markov process
There is a simple way of recursive \generation" the dual Markov process given by
Proposition 3.4. Let W be a random variable uniformly distributed on [0; 1]. Let ()
denote its distribution that is Lebesgue measure on the Borel -algebra B([0; 1]).
Proposition 3.5. Assume that M-t-k K satises (USC) for all D2F. Then; for each
D2F; the random set
F(D) = F(D;W ) = fx2 E: K(x; D)>Wg (3.13)
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is a random closed set whose distribution on (F; f) is the same as PD( V 1 2 ); that
is; (fw2 [0; 1]: F(D;w)2 g) satises (3:10). Moreover; F(; ) is a f ⊗ B([0; 1])-
measurable function.
Proof. Note rst that F(D;w)2F for each w2 [0; 1] and D2F because the map-
ping x 7! K(x; D) is upper semi-continuous (see Lemma 3.2(i)). To prove f ⊗
B([0; 1])-measurability of the mapping (D;w) 7! F(D;w) it is enough to show that
f(D;w): F(D;w)\C=;g2 f⊗B([0; 1]) for any given compact C  E (since fF 2F:
F \ C = ;g for C 2C generate f). We have for compact C
f(D;w): F(D;w) \ C = ;g= f(D;w): K(x; D)<w for all x2Cg
and by Lemma 3.2(ii)
f(D;w): F(D;w) \ C = ;g=

(D;w): sup
x2C
K(x; D)<w

:
The complement of the right-hand side in the last formula is known as the upper
ordinate of the (measurable by Lemma 3.2(iv)) mapping D 7! supx2C K(x; D), and
thus belongs to f⊗B([0; 1]) (see e.g. (5e), p. 143 in Halmos, 1974). Now, for xed
D2F and each compact set C, the distribution of F(D;W ) satises
(fw2 [0; 1]: F(D;w) \ C 6= ;g) = 

w2 [0; 1]: sup
x2C
K(x; D)>w

= sup
x2C
K(x; D);
because () is Lebesgue measure on [0; 1].
Corollary 3.6. Assume that (USC) holds for all D2F. Let W = fWn: n>1g be a
sequence of independent; uniformly distributed on [0; 1] random variables. Then the
sequence fFn(D)g= fFn(D;W): n>1g of random closed sets given by the recursion
F0(D) = D; (3.14)
Fn+1(D) = fx2 E: K(x; Fn(D))>Wn+1g; n>0 (3.15)
is a version of the dual Markov process f Vng with V 0 = D: it is a Markov process
having M-t-k K on (F; f) satisfying (3:10).
Remark. The version fFn(D)g of the dual has the following monotonicity property:
if D1D2 then Fn(D1)Fn(D2) for all n>1. This property, treated as a property of
distributions, is the subject of the next section.
3.4. Stochastic monotonicity
The purpose of this section is to explore further natural conditions to place on
our Markov process so that it can be viewed as a \content" process and its dual
can be viewed as a \risk" process, thus allowing us to obtain results analogous to
Corollary 2.3.
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There is a natural way to generalize the notion of stochastic monotonicity of Markov
processes considered by Siegmund. For a general survey on this subject see Section 28,
pp. 92{98 in Szekli (1995), and here we briey introduce the main concept.
A relation  on E is called a partial order if it satises the following two properties:
if xy and yz then xz, and if xy and yx then x= y. Usually, it is convenient
to assume that  is a closed relation; i.e., f(x; y): xyg is a closed subset of E2, and
we shall always assume this is so. Note that inclusion    is a partial order on F.
Given a partial order on E a real function f() on E is called nondecreasing if
xy implies f(x)6f(y). A strong partial order  st  on the family of probability
distributions on (E;B(E)) can be introduced in the following way: we say that
P1()
stP2() ifZ
E
f(x)P1(dx)6
Z
E
f(x)P2(dx)
for all measurable, bounded, nondecreasing, real functions f() on E. Finally, we say
that a Markov process fVng with M-t-k K on (E;B(E)) is stochastically monotone if
for all measurable, bounded, nondecreasing functions f()
Ex(f(Vn)) =
Z
E
f(y)Kn(x; dy) is nondecreasing in x for each n>1: (3.16)
It is easily seen that if (3.16) holds for n = 1 then it holds for all n>1. Note that
stochastic monotonicity is actually a property of the M-t-k.
Proposition 3.7. With no further conditions; the dual Markov process with M-t-k
K described in Proposition 3:4 is stochastically monotone with inclusion being the
partial order on F.
Proof. Using fFn(D)g dened via (3.14){(3.15) as our version of the dual process,
we see by the Remark after Corollary 3.6 that for D1D2 and a nondecreasing with
respect to  set-function f
E[f(F(D1))] =
Z
[0;1]
f(F(D1; w)) dw
6
Z
[0;1]
f(F(D2; w)) dw
= E[f(F(D2))]:
3.5. Content and risk
Note that in Proposition 3.7 we do not assume any order on E (so our Markov
process fVng need not be stochastically monotone itself). From now on we assume
that  is a given partial order on E. Let us introduce the following two conditions:
(D1) fVng is stochastically monotone with respect to ,
(D2) there exists a minimal element x0 in E such that x0  y for all y2 E.
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A Markov process with M-t-k K on (E;B(E)) satisfying condition (USC) for all
D2F and (D1) and (D2) will be called a content process, and its dual will be called
a dual risk process. Justication for this is the following.
Consider the subclass A of closed sets F
A= fF 2F: K(x; F) is nondecreasing in xg:
Note that if (D1) holds, then A is not empty since for all x2 E fy2 E: x  yg2A.
Later (in Lemma 3.9), we will show that the dual process started o with initial value
in A remains in A almost surely.
For content process fVng, let f Vn(D)g denote any version of the dual risk process
with initial state V 0(D) = D. For each D2A we dene the ruin time (D) by
(D) =

minfn>0: Vn(D)3 x0g;
1 if Vn(D) 63 x0 for all n>0:
Proposition 3.8 (Content-Risk Duality for Markov Processes). Let fVng be a Markov
process with M-t-k K on (E;B(E)) satisfying condition (USC) for all D2F and
(D1){(D2). Let f Vn(D)g denote any version of the dual process from Proposition 3:4
with an initial value D2A. Then;
Px0 (Vn 2D) = P((D)6n) (3.17)
and
lim
n!1 Px0 (Vn 2D) = P((D)<1); (3.18)
where P() is the probability on the underlying space on which the process f Vn(D)g
is dened.
Remark. (a) Note that even if the class A is large enough to dene a probability
measure on E, it is not in general a convergence determining class. Thus there is no
guarantee that the limit in (3.18) denes a probability distribution. In general, one
needs relative compactness=tightness of the sequence of distributions of fVng.
(b) A similar theorem can be proved without assumption (D1) on stochastic mono-
tonicity of K ; then, instead of (D2), we have to explicitly assume that there exists a
minimal x0 such that for all possible realizations of Fn(D;W)
K(x0; Fn(D;W)) = inf
x2E
K(x; Fn(D;W)):
(c) Note that in terms of the version fFn(D;W)g the risk probabilities can be
expressed with respect to the distribution of a sequence of independent, uniformly
distributed on [0; 1] random variables W = fWng.
The key to proving this proposition is the following lemma which uses the version
fFn(D;W)g from Corollary 3.6 as the dual risk process.
Lemma 3.9. Assume that M-t-k K satises conditions (USC) for all D2F; and (D1)
and (D2) hold. If D2A then Fn(D)2A for all n>0. Moreover; if x0 2Fn(D) for
some n>0 then Fm(D) = E for all m>n.
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Proof. By assumption F0(D) = D2A. Suppose now that Fn(D)2A for some n>0
and Wn+1 = wn+1, then
Fn+1(D) = fx2 E: K(x; Fn(D))>wn+1g
and we show that Fn+1(D)2A; i.e., that K(x; Fn+1(D)) is nondecreasing in x. In fact,
K(x; Fn+1(D)) =
Z
E
5fy:K(y;Fn(D))>wn+1g(z)K(x; dz)
is nondecreasing in x because for Fn(D)2A the indicator function 5f:::g(z) on the
right-hand side is nondecreasing and K(x; ) satises (D1). In order to prove the
second part assume that x0 2Fn(D); Wn = wn and suppose that x0y =2Fn(D) 6= E.
This means that K(y; Fn−1(D))<wn while K(x0; Fn−1(D))>wn what contradicts
Fn−1(D)2A.
Now we prove the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Formula (3.17) follows from (3.11) and Lemma 3.9, and
(3.18) is a straightforward consequence of (3.17).
Using our dual process we can characterize insensitivity to initial conditions of the
content process limiting behavior.
Proposition 3.10. Under the conditions of Proposition 3:8; for all x2 E
lim
n!1 (Px(Vn 2D)− Px0 (Vn 2D)) = limn!1 PD( Vn 3 x; Vn 63 x0): (3.19)
Moreover; a sucient condition for limn!1 Px(Vn 2D) = P((D)<1) for all
x2 E is
P((D)<1) + P

lim
n!1
Vn = ;j V 0 = D

= 1; (3.20)
where
lim
n!1
Vn
def=
\
n>1
 [
k>n
V k
!cl
and (A)cl is the closure of the set A.
We precede the proof with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. Under conditions of Proposition 3:8; possibly except (D2); for any
x1; x2 2 E such that x1  x2
Px2 (Vn 2D)− Px1 (Vn 2D) = PD( Vn 3 x2; Vn 63 x1):
Proof. Take the version f Vng=fFn(D;W)g from Corollary 3.6 as the dual risk process.
Then
Px2 (Vn 2D)− Px1 (Vn 2D) = PD( Vn 3 x2)− PD( Vn 63 x1)
= P(K(x2; Fn−1(D))>Wn; K(x1; Fn−1(D))<Wn)
= PD( Vn 3 x2; Vn 63 x1);
since x1  x2 and by Lemma 3.9 Fn−1(D)2A.
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Proof of Proposition 3.10. By condition (D2) x0  x for all x2 E and (3.19) follows
from Lemma 3.11. In order to work out condition (3.20) note that
PD( Vn 3 x; Vn 63 x0g) = 1− (PD( Vn = E) + PD( Vn 63 x))
6 1−
2
4(PD( Vn = E) + PD
0
@ [
k>n
V k
!cl
63 x
1
A
3
5 :
Taking limits in the last formula we get
lim sup
n!1
PD( Vn 3 x; Vn 3 x0)
61−
2
4PD((D)<1) + PD
0
@
0
@\
n>1
 [
k>n
V k
!cl1A 63 x
1
A
3
5
and thus (3.20) is sucient for (3.19) to be equal to 0 for all x2 E.
Remark. Proposition 3.10 is essentially a stability result in the spirit of Proposi-
tion 5:2 in Asmussen and Sigman (1996). The sucient condition (3.20) loosely can
be interpreted as meaning that the risk process ultimately is either ruined or tends
towards becoming innitely rich { it cannot wander around forever between these two
extremes.
3.6. Strong stationary duality
The purpose of this section is to comment on the relation between Siegmund duality
and strong stationary times for Markov processes. This relation was initially observed
by Diaconis and Fill (1990) for nite state-space Markov chains.
A strong stationary time for an irreducible aperiodic Markov chain X = fXn: n>0g
on a nite state space is a randomized stopping time T , for which XT has the stationary
distribution of X and is independent of T . Such a time yields sharp bounds on certain
measures of nonstationarity for X at xed deterministic times n. In Diaconis and Fill
(1990) it is shown that T can be constructed as the absorption time of a dual Markov
chain X  = fX n : n>0g (called the strong stationary dual to X ). A strong stationary
dual process X  is a Markov chain on the same probability space as X , with a nite
state space, and satisfying the following conditions:
(SSD.1) For each n>0; X n and the chain X are conditionally independent given
X0; : : : ; Xn;
(SSD.2) X  has at least one absorbing state, call it , such that the conditional
distribution L(Xn jX 0 = x0 ; : : : ; X n−1 = xn−1; X n = ) for xi 6=  (i = 0; : : : ; n − 1) is
equal to the stationary distribution of X .
Suppose X has initial distribution 0 and transition matrix K . When seeking to build
its strong stationary dual X  with an initial distribution 0 and a transition matrix K

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Diaconis and Fill (1990) consider the following algebraic duality between (0; K) and
(0 ; K
):
0 = 0; (3.21)
K = K; (3.22)
where  is a link, i.e. a transition matrix between the state spaces of X and X . It is
shown in Diaconis and Fill (1990) that a natural choice of the dual state space is the
space of all subsets of the state space of X . Moreover if X is stochastically monotone
then we can take X  to be a Doob h-transform of Siegmund’s dual of the time reversal
of X .
It is far beyond the scope of this paper to try to develop an analogous theory for
Markov processes on a general state space. This can be the subject of a further research.
Here we concentrate only on showing that the algebraic duality (3.22) holds between
V and a Doob h-transform of Siegmund’s dual (as dened in Section 3.2) of the time
reversal of V , with  taken to be the truncated stationary distribution of X .
Let V be a Markov process on a locally compact, Hausdorf, and separable met-
ric space E with M-t-k K , and suppose there exist a stationary distribution  = ()
satisfyingZ
E
K(x; A)(dx) = (A); A2B(E):
Dene the time reversal M-t-k ~K of K as the regular version of the Radon{Nikodym
derivative
~K(x; B) =
d
R
B K(y; )(dy)
d() (x); x2 E; B2B(E):
Assume ~K(x; D) satises (USC) for all D2F. Let ~K be its dual M-t-k on (F; f) as
in Proposition 3.4. Note that the stationary distribution , as the function on F, is its
harmonic function; i.e.,Z
F
(F) ~K(D; dF) = (D); D2F:
In fact,Z
F
(F) ~K(D; dF) =
Z
F
Z
F
(dx) ~K(D; dF)
=
Z
E
~K(D; fF 2F: F 3 xg)(dx)
=
Z
E
~K(x; D)(dx)
= (D):
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Denote by K the Doob h-transform of ~K with respect to . This means K is the
M-t-k on F+ = fF 2F: (F)> 0g satisfying
K(D; ) = 1
(D)
Z
F
5(F 2 )(F) ~K(D; dF); D2F+:
Dene the link = (; ) as the transition kernel from F+ to E by
(D; B) =
(D \ B)
(D)
; D2F+; B2B(E):
Corollary 3.12. The following algebraic duality analogous to (3:22) holds:Z
E
K(x; B)(D; dx) =
Z
F+
(F; B)K(D; dF); D2F+; B2B(E): (3.23)
Proof. Take D2F+; B2B(E). NowZ
F+
(F; B)K(D; dF) =
1
(D)
Z
F+
(F \ B)
(F)
(F) ~K(D; dF)
=
1
(D)
Z
E
5(x2B) ~K(D; fF 2F: F 3 xg)(dx)
=
1
(D)
Z
E
5(x2B) ~K(x; D)(dx)
=
1
(D)
Z
E
5(y2D)K(y; B)(dy)
=
Z
E
K(y; B)(D; dy);
completing the proof.
3.7. Examples
Example 3.13 (Siegmund duality on R+). Consider a Markov chain fVng on E = R+
= [0;1) with M-t-k K satisfying the conditions of Siegmund duality in Siegmund
(1976) (monotonicity and right-continuity in x of Px(V1>z) =K(x; [z;1))). Note that
under these conditions, both: (USC) for all D2F, and (D1) and (D2) with  taken
to be the usual order 6 on R and x0 = 0, hold. We will show here that our set-valued
dual Markov risk process f Vng can be identied with Siegmund’s one-dimensional one
fRng (given by M-t-k (3.1)) in the following sense: their versions can be chosen so
that
Vn = [Rn;1); n>0 (3.24)
under any initial condition of the form V 0 = [R0;1) = [y;1) =D; y>0. Thus Rn = 0
i Vn = R+ (ruin) and Rn = 1 i Vn = ; (innitely rich). To prove this, take the
version of Vn=Fn(D;W) dened in Corollary 3.6. For each z>0 the function Gz(x)=
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K(x; [z;1))=Px(V1>z) denes a cumulative distribution function { that of Siegmund’s
R1 given R0 = z (recall (3.1)). Monotonicity and right-continuity in x yield
fx: K(x; [z;1))>wg= [R(z; w);1);
where
R(z; w) = inffx: K(x; [z;1))>wg= G−1z (w)
for all z 2 [0;1); w2 [0; 1], and where G−1z is the (generalized) inverse of Gz. By the
induction principle it follows that our f Vng is of the form (3.24), where the sequence
of random variables fRng satises the recursion
Rn+1 = R(Rn;Wn+1);
with fWng being independent, uniformly distributed random variables on [0; 1]. This
fRng is a Markov process and we need only to show that P(R16xjR0 = z)=Px(V1>z).
Let W be uniformly distributed on [0; 1], then
P(R16xjR0 = z) = P(R(z;W )6x)
= PfG−1z (W )6xg
= PfW6Gz(x)g
=Gz(x)
= Px(V1>z);
because G−1z is the generalized inverse of Gz (in simulation this is referred to as the
method of inversion for generating a random variable with a given distribution Gz).
Example 3.14 (GI/GI/c queue). In the special case when arrival times form a renewal
process and service times are independent identically distributed random variables (iid
for short), the G/G/c model from Example 2.5 is denoted by GI/GI/c and has the
special feature that fVng forms a Markov chain. We explore here, in the c = 2 case,
what its Markovian dual looks like in comparison to its recursive dual (already dened
in Example 2.5). More specically, for a given initial set D0 = D(a; b) (b>a) (see
Example 2.5) we will examine the structure of D1 =F(D0; W ) given in Proposition 3.5.
This D1 is quite dierent from (and more complicated than) its recursive analog, for
now it is the upper ordinate of a complicated continuous curve. It is this curve that
we focus on here. We start by calculating the M-t-k of fVng,
K((x1; x2); D(a; b)) = P(f((x; y); (S; T ))2D(a; b))
= P(min(((x1 + S − T )+; (x2 − T )+)>a;
max((x1 + S − T )+; (x2 − T )+)>b)
=
Z x2−b^
0
(1− B−(a^− x1 + t)) A(dt)
+
Z x2−a^
x2−b^
(1− B−(b^− x1 + t))A(dt); (3.25)
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where A(); B() are the distribution functions of T and S; B−() is the left-hand limit
of B(); a^ = a if a> 0 and −1 if a = 0, and b^ analogously. For xed x1 let Hx1 ()
denote (3.25) as a function of x2.
Note that each Hx1 () can be seen as a distribution function of a, possibly innite,
random variable that we call X2(x1). Let H−1x1 () be the generalized inverse of Hx1 ().
Thus, with W being uniformly distributed on [0; 1], the random set
D1 = f(x1; x2): Hx1 (x2)>Wg= f(x1; x2): x2>H−1x1 (W )g= f(x1; x2): X2(x1)>x1g
is the upper ordinate of a stochastic process fX2(x1): x1>0g (a random curve) with
marginal distributions given by Hx1 () and, as a process, driven via one random
variable W .
4. Final remarks
1. Any Markov chain can be expressed recursively in the form (2.1) with an iid driv-
ing sequence (in one-dimension one can use inversion from simulation for exam-
ple), so it is natural to ask (under (USC)) how its dual Vn(D) as constructed in
Section 2 by (2.11) compares (in distribution) with the dual Markov process from
Proposition 3.4. They are dierent: the former does not in general satisfy (3.10) {
but for I 2J and D2F
P( V 1(D) \ I 6= ;) = P(f(x; U−1)2D for some x2 I)
>max
x2I
P(f(x; U−1)2D):
This inequality is a consequence of our choice made in Proposition 3.1 (see the
Remark after it) for the space law. Still, the equality holds for I=fxg in the general
case, as well as for arbitrary I 2J in the case of a stochasticly monotone Markov
process on the real line. In the case of content and risk this means that one has two
choices for the risk process both of which yield the same ruin probabilities, as in
the case of the GI/GI/c queue (recall Examples 2.5 and 3.14).
2. One approach towards making the dual Vn(D) in Section 2.2 measurable (recall
Remark (a) after Corollary 2.3) is to utilize, for each n, the space law
TD;n(I)
def= P
 [
x2I
f Vn(D)3 xg
!
= P
 [
x2I
fVn(x)2Dg
!
;
and then proceed in the spirit of Section 3. Unlike the Markovian framework (where
we use the max space law), this is well dened in the recursive approach because
(recall (2.10)) fVn(x)g is constructed recursively from the same driving sequence
for all x. Consequently, the event[
x2I
fVn(x)2Dg
is a measurable subset of U1.
3. One might nd it a bit awkward that in our set-valued risk processes, \ruin" cor-
responds to the event that the risk process eventually takes its value as the whole
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space E, and \innitely rich" to the event that the empty set ; is hit. But one can
simply re-dene the risk process to be its set complement E n Vn, in which case ruin
will correspond to hitting the empty set and innitely rich to the whole space. We
chose things as we did for mathematical convenience.
4. Although in most applications one constructs a set-valued risk process from a given
content process, we could go the other way around, and start with V as a risk
process. Instead of conditions (D1) and (D2) we can assume that there exist a
closed absorbing set 2F for V , satisfying K(x; ) = 1 for all x2. Typically,
 = fx0g for some x0 2 E. Then we can express stationary probabilities for the set
valued dual V in terms of the ruin time (time to absorbtion in ) for V ,
P(Vn 2 for some nite n jV0 = x) = lim
n!1 P(
Vn 3 x j V 0 = ):
5. Liggett (1985) (Denition 2.3.1) denes a duality with respect to a function in the
following way. If X and Y are Markov chains with countable state spaces EX and
EY respectively, and if f = f(; ) is a bounded nonnegative function on EX  EY ,
then Y is said to be a dual of X with respect to f if
E[f(Xn+1; y) jXn = x] = E[f(x; Yn+1)jYn = y]; x2 EX ; y2 EY ; n>0:
Note that Siegmund’s dual V form Proposition 3.4 can be seen as a dual of V with
respect to the function f(x; F) = 5(x2F).
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Appendix: Simulation of ruin probabilities of the Kiefer-Wolfowitz dual risk process
We continue Example 2.5 and show how the dual process can be used for simulation
of the steady state distribution of the Kiefer{Wolfowitz workload vector in GI/GI/2
queue. We are interested in estimating the distribution of customer delay as expressed
in (2.16). We assume that U=f(Sn; Tn): n=0;1;2; : : :g is a sequence of iid random
vectors, and for each n the random variables Sn and Tn are independent with cumulative
distribution functions, respectively, B() and A(). We assume from now on the stability
conditionZ 1
0
sB(ds)< 2
Z 1
0
tA(dt): (A.1)
Denote by p(x1; x2) the tail of the steady-state distribution function of the minimal
Kiefer-Wolfowitz vector; i.e.,
p(x1; x2) = lim
m!1 P(Vm((0; 0); mU)2D(x1; x2)); (A.2)
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where fVm(x; u): m>0g satises (2.1) with f(; u) given by (2.14). By Corollary 2.3
p(x1; x2) = P((D(x1; x2);U)<1);
where (D; u) is given by (2.13) with the dual f(; u) given by (2.15).
It is impossible to estimate this (rare-event) probability by the so-called Crude Monte
Carlo method on an innite horizon; i.e., using the estimator
p^(x1; x2) =
1
N
NX
n=1
5f(D(x1; x2);U (n))<1g;
where U (n) (n>1) are independent copies of U . Thus we use the so-called Exponential
Change of Measure technique to do it more eciently (in the case of the so-called
light-tailed distribution of the service times; see Asmussen and Rubinstein (1995)).
Let > 0 be the solution of the equation
B^[=2]A^[− ] = 1;
where F^[x] =
R1
−1 exp(xu)F(du) is the moment generation function of the distribution
function F . We dene new distribution functions
~B(s) =
1
B^[=2]
Z s
0
ev=2B(dv)
and
~A(t) =
1
A^[− ]
Z t
0
e−vB(dv):
Note thatZ 1
0
s ~B(ds)> 2
Z 1
0
t ~A(dt): (A.3)
Moreover, the new probability measure ~B(ds) ~A(dt) on (R+)2 is equivalent to the
original one B(ds)A(dt) with the Radon{Nikodym derivative
B(ds)A(dt)
~B(ds) ~A(dt)
= e−(s=2−t):
If we now take ~U = f( ~Sn; ~Tn): n= 0;1;2; : : : ; g independent, with the new ~B() and
~A() distribution functions, respectively, then for all (x1; x2)
P((D(x1; x2); ~U)<1) = 1;
to prove this use again Corollary 2.3 and notice that now (A.3) makes Vm((0; 0); m ~U)
tend to innity. As a result we have an unbiased estimator for p(x1; x2):
~p(x1; x2) =
1
N
NX
n=1
exp
0
@(D(x1 ; x2); ~U (n))X
m=1
−( ~S(n)−m=2− ~T
(n)
−m)
1
A ; (A.4)
where ~U
(n)
= (: : : ; ~U
(n)
−1; ~U
(n)
0 ; ~U
(n)
1 ) for (n>1) are independent copies of ~U . Unfortu-
nately, we are not able to show that this estimate has the property of almost bounded
relative error, as dened e.g. in Glasserman and Wang (1997).
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Table 1
This table shows estimated stationary delay ~p(x; x) given by (A.4) with N =10; 000 trials, for the two-server
queue with exponential service and inter-arrival times with parameters  and = 2. The percentage error
of the estimation compared with the exact value is E, whereas CI is the halfwidth of 95% condence interval
divided by the estimate (we omit it if its value is unreliable due to rounding errors). The number M displays
the \complexity" of the dual process | it is the number of orthants D(x1; x2) required to dene its set value
at a given time, maximized in each trial and averaged over all trials. Finally, CT is computer time; i.e., the
number of seconds that the system spent when computing the estimate in 10,000 trials
 = 1  = 2  = 3
 x ~p(x; x) E[%] M ~p(x; x) E[%] M ~p(x; x) E[%] M
CI[%] CT[s] CI[%] CT[s] CI[%] CT[s]
1 0.203152 −0:5 5.6 0.091431 −0:6 8.7 0.041164 −0:8 12:4
1.4 1.6 1.4 2.4 1.4 4:1
2 0.091431 −0:6 8.7 0.018287 0.3 16.2 0.003717 −0:4 25:7
1.4 2.4 1.4 6.0 1.4 10:4
3 0.041164 −0:8 12.4 0.003717 −0:4 25.7 0.000338 −0:6 43:2
1.4 4.0 1.4 10.0 1.5 20:3
0.60 4 0.018287 0.3 16.2 0.000754 −0:8 36.7 0.000031 −1:7 64:4
1.4 6.3 1.3 15.8 36:1
5 0.008324 −1:0 20.8 0.000150 0.6 49.8 0.000003 −8:5 90:4
1.4 6.4 1.3 26.0 63:1
6 0.003717 −0:4 25.7 0.000031 −1:7 64.4
1.4 11.2 38.1
7 0.001669 −0:3 30.9 0.000006 2.5 81.1
1.4 14.4 55.3
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
1 0.388220 0.4 15.5 0.236820 −0:1 24.9 0.144401 −0:7 35:6
0.8 9.2 0.8 14.1 0.8 21:6
2 0.236820 −0:1 24.9 0.087306 −0:4 48.0 0.031919 0.3 77:1
0.8 16.4 0.8 32.3 0.8 64:4
3 0.144401 −0:7 35.6 0.031919 0.3 77.1 0.007141 0.0 129:3
0.8 24.5 0.8 64.7 0.8 131:3
0.75 4 0.087306 −0:4 48.0 0.011765 0.1 112.5 0.001591 0.2 193:6
0.8 33.4 0.8 109.4 0.8 230:8
5 0.052632 0.3 61.6 0.004328 0.1 149.0 0.000354 0.4 269:3
0.8 50.4 0.8 158.3 0.8 368:4
6 0.031919 0.3 77.1 0.001591 0.2 193.6 0.000079 0.4 354:2
0.8 65.9 0.8 221.7 1.3 557:7
7 0.019391 0.1 93.8 0.000583 0.5 240.9 0.000018 −1:7 449:8
0.8 85.1 0.9 309.7 769:7
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
1 0.697073 0.1 106.4 0.570991 0.1 172.0 0.468243 −0:1 243:0
0.3 376.2 0.3 593.0 0.3 763:8
2 0.570991 0.1 172.0 0.382966 0.0 334.6 0.257251 −0:2 507:5
0.3 554.2 0.3 1243.8 0.3 1979:7
3 0.468243 −0:1 243.0 0.257251 −0:2 507.5 0.140793 −0:0 826:5
0.3 838.6 0.3 1973.3 0.3 3631:4
0.90 4 0.382966 0.0 334.6 0.171894 0.1 697.5 0.077532 −0:2 1196:6
0.3 1245.9 0.3 2696.2 0.3 5724:0
5 0.313744 −0:0 414.5 0.115479 −0:1 946.6 0.042572 −0:3 1605:0
0.3 1608.2 0.3 4174.8 0.3 8024:2
6 0.257251 −0:2 507.5 0.077532 −0:2 1196.6 0.023258 0.2 2059:5
0.3 2012.7 0.3 5374.8 0.3 11528:9
7 0.210591 −0:2 601.2 0.051843 0.0 1457.3 0.012825 −0:3 2595:4
0.3 2455.5 0.3 7284.0 0.3 15908:2
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Remark. We point out that the queue driven with distribution functions ~A(); ~B() is
considered (as a special case) in Sadowski and Szpankowski (1995), and called a
-conjugate twisted queue; the parameter  is proven there to give the tight limit
p(x; x)  Ce−x as x !1
for some constant C. However, no dual process is considered there; the proof is based
on large deviation techniques for Harris-recurrent Markov chains.
Table 1 shows some numerical examples of this estimation via simulation of the
dual process with N = 10; 000 (the program was written in C, compiled with gcc
without optimization, and run on a Pentium II 300 MHz under Linux). In order to
be able to compare our approximations with the exact values we assumed exponential
distributions for both inter-arrival and service times with intensities, respectively,  and
. We estimate the stationary distribution of customer delay P(V (1)>x) =p(x; x), and
compare with the exact value given by p(x; x) = 22=(1 + )exp[− (2− )x], where
= =(2).
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